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A VERSATILE SOLUTION TO PACK YOUR GARMENTS
by MARK GREENE

PLIQO CARRY ON (Orange Inner Lining)
Pack all your garments in a bag that looks stylish and elegant. An ideal solution for
all business people who need to look sleek while on travel.

If you need a garment bag, but want to keep your stylish businessperson look, Pliqo
Carry On is the perfect product for you.
The bag offers an incredible combination of compact size and generous room.
Thanks to its patent-pending folding hanger system, you can pack shirts, trousers,
and other garments effortlessly. The small size then makes it possible to pack the
bag in almost any carry-on luggage, along with other EDC bags, panniers, etc.
Pilqo Carry On design is contemporary, and you will love the mixture of colors that
give this bag a classy and elegant look. The key, however, lies in its versatility.

The big pocket was primarily designed for shirts, but there is no reason why you
wouldn’t put a laptop inside. You also have two smaller pockets ideal to t any
compact-sized items. Users can choose whether to use the shoulder strap, a carry
handle, or the trolley bag attachment.
The PLIQO bag’s designer, Patrick Tatham, created this ingenious traveller’s
accessory based on his own extensive business travel experience. “I want to be
relaxed and comfortable when I’m on the move, not worrying that I will appear in a
crumpled suit at the start of my meetings. The PLIQO bag is the solution. And that’s
why we call it ‘the smartest garment bag in the world’.”

Click here for more info
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